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UB Law Victorious In N. E. Regional Competition 
ndby Maria A. Rivera Connecticut Law School ~ 
12 1988On February , , U~ w_as held at the Hotel Parkvie"."" 
won the Blac~ Law Students ~ilton. Present at the competi-
Northea_s~ Regional Mo?t Co~rt tion were 12 schools from the 
Competition championship. northeast region, among them 
The law school, represen:ed by Albany, Boston College, West-
Taryn Chapman and Michael ern New England and Rutgers, 
Banks attained UB's first vie- and others. This year the teams' 
tory in seven years. were required to write and 
Mason Ashe, a second-year argue an appellate brief on the 
law student who was elected Voting Rights Act issue. 
Northeast Regional Director at As an accolade, UB received 
the competition, stated that our a plaque which they will hold 
team was extremely polished for one year. On March 2, 1988, 
and professional. Other teams Taryn Chapman and Michael 
commented that our team was Banks will represent UB at the 
by far the most professional. national level in Washington, 
This year's competition was D.C. and compete against the 
sponsored by the University of top two winners in each region. 
Law School Exec Sees 
Mostly Progress Over Time 
by Donna Crumlish was a partner for the last six of 
While preparing for the com- recognized not only because it only recruiting but producing 
petition the team members re- is UB's first victory in seven qualified, diligent and talented 
ceived support from Gary King, years at the regional level, but minority students enhancing 
Sue Gigacz, Professor Charles also because it illustrates the the reputation of the univer-
Carr and Professor Judy Scales- achievement of UB's minority sity." Hopefully, we will con-
Trent in a mock moot court pre- student body. tinue to excel and maintain our 
sentation. As expressed by Mason champion status and hold onto 
. . ,, . fThis year's event neeas to be Ashe, The law school 1s not the plaque or many years to 
come. 
New Dean Addresses SBA 
by Krista Hughes 
Dean David Filvaroff came 
before the Student Bar Associa-
tion on Wednesday, February 
24 to discuss the creation of 
new faculty-student commit­
tees and to field questions from 
students who were present at 
the meeting. 
Filvaroff's recent meeting 
with the Faculty Committee on 
Committees resulted in the de­
cision to create four new com­
mittees to deal with issues of 
concern, and he met with the 
SBA to describe the functions 
and memberships of these 
committees. 
The committee which will ad­
dress accommodations for 
physically challeged students 
will be chaired by Prof. David 
Engel and the faculty represen­
tatives will be Professors 
Konefsky, Lang and Kannar. 
Besides the obvious problem 
of physical access to class­
rooms and the disadvantages 
suffered by students who are 
address. He remarked, "We 
ought to do everything we can" 
to meet the needs of these stu -
dents, and the faculty "tried to 
pick a committee which will be 
sensitive to all the issues." 
The next committee which 
the dean discussed was the 
committee to address recruit­
ment through our COO by the 
JAG Corps and other branches 
of the military. 
has expressed since he first 
came to Buffalo. 
Besides the lack of a student 
lounge and law school eating 
facility, this committee will be 
making decisions which will 
make O'Brian Hall a more at-
tractive place. 
Suggestions made by the 
dean regarding cosmetic 
changes included new carpet­
ing and murals in classrooms, 
Alan Carrel has been serving 
UB Law School as an associate 
dean for nearly 10 years. He 
speaks highly of the school, and 
as a 1967 graduate of the law 
school is able to reflect on the 
contrasts between the UB Law 
he attended and the UB Law of 
today. 
The class that Mr. Carrel en­
tered in 1964 consisted of only 
92 students, of which only five 
were females . There also was a 
significant difference in the 
number of students who enter­
ed in a given year and the 
number who graduated three 
years later. It wasn't unusual for 
20 percent of a class to fail out 
after the first year. "It was much 
easier to get in here at that time 
and it was much more difficult 
to stay in." 
In 1964 there were only 350 
applicants to the school, com­
pared to over 1,300 today. The 
opportunity was made avail­
able to get into the school, but 
once in it was up to the student 
to get through the stricter; more 
rules-oriented UB of the sixties. 
The grading was based on 
percentages, but most of the 
professors tended to grade in 
the 65-85 percent range. This 
meant that it was difficult to 
excel because everyone's 
grades were in the same small 
range. 
Mr. Carrel recalled that "one­
and-a-half to two points in your 
average could change you from 
the top half of your class to the 
bottom 10 percent." Because 
class ranks were printed on 
transcripts, that one-and-a-half 
points could be crucial in how 
a future employer perceived 
your law school work. 
Students dressed in busi­
ness-type clothes every day. 
They were not allowed to miss 
any classes without a written 
excuse. Twenty-five of 32 
classes were required, which 
meant that the students in your 
classes were essentially the 
same for three years. 
After graduating from Law 
School, Mr. Carrel joined a local 
law firm where he spent most 
of his time in civil litigation. He 
the 11 years he spent there. In 
1978 he becarne active in the 
law alumni association and in 
July of that year joined UB Law 
as its first non-faculty associate 
dean. He took the job with the 
expectation that he would re­
turn to practicing law in a few 
years. He enjoyed his work so 
much, however, that he de­
cided to stay on. 
Initially, he was involved with 
admissions and the Career De­
velopment Office. Today his 
time is filled mostly with fund­
raising, alumni affairs and the 
organization of the trial tech­
niques program. 
Mr. Carrel maintains that one 
of the most positive things that 
happened to the law school in 
its history was its merger with 
the SUNY system. As a public 
law school UB has been able to 
attract a wide variety of stu­
dents who can contribute to the 
creative exchange of ideas in 
the school. 
"I think the student body here 
is much more interested in 
human problems and what the 
law can and cannot do than 
many law schools . . . being a 
public school, we really attract 
a diverse student body." 
Along with the diversity of 
student background, Mr. Carrel 
feels that a less competitive 
grading system and a caring 
and intelligent faculty have 
helped to produce an atmos­
phere conducive to learning 
and helping one another. 
continued on page /0 
confined to the back row, first­
One problem which faces this better lighting on the first flooryear students Robert Davis 
committee is that there are stu­ and an O'Brian Hall Directory inraised the question of blind and 
dents who may still be interest­ the first floor lobby.learning disabled students who 
ed in interviewing with the The final committee whichneed transcribers for their class 
military, despite their dis­ Filvaroff discussed will addressnotes and assignments. 
criminatory policy toward the controversial Faculty State­According to Davis, while 
homosexuals. Unfortunately, ment on Prohibited Harass­many physically challenged 
this committee will get started ment and Discrimination . Thisstudents are assigned sponsors 
too late to formulate a decision committee will try to come upby the university, learning dis­
which will affect the JAG Corps with a code of conduct and toabled students tend to "fall 
through the cracks." this semester. Chairing the formulate specific procedures 
committee is Professor Charles for the submission of com­They also have significant 
Ewing, and the faculty repre­ plaints.bureaucratic problems in ob­
taining the aids they need to sentatives will be Profs. Del It is Filvaroff's feeling that it 
Cotto and Scales-Trent, and is "appropriate that we have assimply get through the day-to­
CDO's Audrey Koscielniak. clear and explicit a set ofday challenges faced by all law 
The building renovations policies and procedures as pos­students. These problems, ac­
committee will be addressing sible .. . this is a very seriouscording to Filvaroff, are what 
concerns which Dean Filvaroff undertaking."the committee was designed to 
continued on page I I 
GLS Newsletter Needs Copy 
The Gay Law Students Or­ ciety at large. 
ganization (GLSO) is happy to 
announce the first publication 
The Sexuality and the Law 
newsletter will seek to address Inside • • • 
of Sexuality and the Law new$­ the legal questions engendered 
letter. Starting this March, the by the AIDS crisis. Furthermore, Off the 
GLSO will be publishing this it will also address other chal­ Court 3 
bi-weekly publication which is lenges which sexuality poses to 
designed to stimulate interest our legal system - including Res lpsa 
in and conversation about the custody issues, employment Loquitor 7 
place of sexuality in the legal discrimination, and other re­
· system. lated topics. The "'Right" 
The ascension of AIDS as one If you would like to receive 
View. 7 
of the most talked about issues the Sexuality and the Law BPILP Plans 8 
of our day has brought into newsletter, please drop your 
focus questions surrounding box number into box #562. In Law Review 
the place of gays, lesbians and addition, if you would like to Response . 
all socially disenfranchised contribute any thoughts or writ­
minority groups directly af­ ings to the newsletter, please The Olympics 11 
fected by the ravages of AIDS put a brief note indicating as 
in our legal system and our so- such with your box number. 
SBA Completes Recommendations To Dean 
CHILD CARE explored. be resolved (or when an was missing. In order to assess tions and discussion, "with 
by Maria I. Doti Quality, affordable on-site adequate substitute ar­ whether Professions has or will some emphasis placed on at­
and Holly Baum child care makes sense. It is a rangement for child care continue to fill the gap, law stu­ tendance." 
As a progressive law school, draw to prospective faculty, is not 'available). dents participated in a survey Assessing the substance of 
we must support the access of students and staff. Advantages CURRICULUM responding to the question: the course, many students ag­
non-traditional students, many to the university include an in­ "Was your Legal Professions reed that there is a "pervasive
Introductionof whom are parents of small creased market share of top stu­ course adequate?" One hun­ lack of a clear objective." The 
The following findings andchildren, to a legal education . dents, faculty and profession­ dred and ninety-six (196) 1st, dissatisfaction among first­
recommendations made by theQuality child care, which is flex­ als, many of whom are parents 2nd and 3rd year law students years focused on the use of 
curriculum issue area sub-com­ible and affordable, is impor­ of young children, who would responded to the inquiry. The rhetorical questions without a 
mittee on the find­tant to all parents and is espe­ choose our institution over are based results are significant, reflect­ corresponding emphasis on 
ings and suggestions of acially crucial to single parents, another which was less gener­ ing a declining satisfaction with "Bar Association and profes­
school-wide (22%many of whom are women . ous. Secure child care arrange­ survey re­ the course as the year in school sional ... rules and ethics ... 
sponse), suggestions receivedWomen traditionally lack the ments also increase the morale ascends. Of the 69first-year stu­ ethical aspects and framework 
by the SBA, direct discussionstraining and skills needed to ob­ of parents and their perfor­ dents responding, 41 found the with which to formulate some 
with students as well as ourtain high paying jobs. Some mance in the classroom and on course adequate. In contrast, 27 answers." Second and third 
own experiences with the lawwomen, displaced from their the job. out of 69 second-year students, year students articulated simi­
school.traditional roles as wives by di­ An Amherst Campus child and a very significant 41 out of lar concerns, suggesting that 
Topics that appear to be ofvorce and widowhood, are care program, modeled on the 58 third-years expressed their the course would be much 
the greatest concern to the stu­especially vulnerable to fluctua­ Campus Child Care Center lo­ keen dissatisfaction with the more valuable and fulfilling if it 
dent body include: Black-Lettertions in the job market. cated on Main Street, could also course. included some analysis and 
Law, the Legal Profession class, Because quality, affordable provide expanded clinical op­ Criticism ranged from "this is preparation for the MPRE, with 
Research and Writing, Con­child care is an expensive uni­ portunities for those students a blow-off course" to "Profes­ "more serious attention paid to 
torts, and oversubscribed class­versity-wide issue, the entire interested in various aspects of sions involves important feel­ ethics." 
es. Each of these areas will beuniversity community must early child development. ings and conceptions." The ma­ The responses of first, sec­
expanded upon in this section.work together, pooling re­ In addition, an Amherst Cam­ jority of students who express­ ond and third year students re­
sources in order to be able to pus program might be able to Black-Letter Law ed their satisfaction with the flect a prominent perception 
adequately address the gaps in utilize university buildings - by Krista Hughes course viewed Legal Profes­ that Legal Professions is unac­
available, affordable child care many of which have empty but The Curriculum Committee sion/Perspectives as valuable, ceptably "slanted" - "partisan 
at SUNY Buffalo. Certainly the fully heated basements. In par­ has found that students feeling "it was a good way to and one-sided" in its approachare 
Buffalo Model must include a ticular, university dormitories concerned with the number of look at the profession ... a to practice, sending the "down 
commitment to assist those such as the Governor's com­ "black-letter" or bar-related good introduction to many with big firms, up with public 
students, with young children, plex, have empty areas and courses which are offered each areas involving ethics and interest" message, while ignor­
who seek a law degree; con­ under-utilized kitchen facilities semester. Our polling has re­ lawyering." Bottom line, the ing the need to explore issues. 
crete support of on-site child which may be ideal for child vealed that many students per­ Profession course "at least Students agree that "a balanc­
care is one critical aspect of that care. These possibilities should serves to make law students ing of approaches is an im­ceive an inadequacy in the 
commitment. We, the student be explored. number of coures which, at aware of such issues." Survey­ mediate requisite," for without 
body, request that our Dean be In recent years the law school ing the perceptions of students such a balance discussion isleast on their faces, are aimed 
a leader in developing this area has attracted increasing who provided such commen­ most often "useless and offen­num­ at helping students pass the bar 
at SUNY Buffalo. bers of students, women and exam. However, an apparently tary demonstrates that Legal sive, based on attitudes of spe­
The university has already men, who are parents of young equal number of students feel Professions is a necessary and cific speakers, ignorant of indi­
discovered some of the benefits children . Therefore, the law worthwhile component of our vidual needs." As such, thethat each semester's offering of 
of providing on-site child care school student body requests bar-related courses is adequate legal education. course is also criticized as "not 
on the Main Street campus. The that our dean make a commit­ and that, more critical, evalua­ However, the majority of stu­ very realistic regarding ethical 
Campus Child Care Center pres­ ment to provide leadership in tive courses should be offered . dents share the opinion that concerns, unfulfilling given my 
ently provides care for children taking those steps necessary to We recognize that this dilemma Legal Profession falls short of career objectives, irrelevent 
of students, faculty and staff, in­ meet the special needs of this its potential. Three critical areas from my point of view." Onecannot be resolved if UB is to 
cluding a number of law school constituency both in the law maintain the degree of diversity involve grading, substance, solution involves "visiting pro­
students and faculty. In addi­ school and in the greater uni­ which it has achieved. It is im­ and "slant." Students across fessionals" who will "speak 
the board expressed gross dis­tion, the Center provides the versity community. portant, however, to be aware openly from experience and be 
opportunity for undergraduate In summation: of these concerns. satisfaction with grading. The avaifable to address troubling 
and graduate student interns to I. Areas of concern to law stu­ On a purely practical level, it total disassociation between at­ questions." 
gain practical experience and dents involving access to qual­ might be suggested that tradi­ tendance, active participation, In conclusion, let it be reiter­
earn credit while working with ity, affordable and flexible child tionally high-demand courses examination and final grade is ated that the survey did not re­
young children. The Center care include: be offered more frequently, or particularly disturbing, reflect­ veal a consensus or call to dis­
plans to expand its Main Street 1. Need for a fully function­ ing the reality of students "who continue the Legal Profession/ in several sections in the same 
facilities in the spring, reducing ing child care center on semester. admittedly skip the major por­ Perspective course. Students 
what has always been a sub­ the Amherst Campus; However, we realize that the tion of the course or the entire did, however, express frustra­
stantial waiting list. 2. Need to extend child care scheduling of courses each course but receive an H" . . . tion and disappointment that 
While the progress the Cam­ hours to accommodate semester depends upon the "How can we promote partici­ the course is failing its true po­
pus Child Care Center has made those who attend classes availability of people to teach pation when in the end it tential, articulating an obvious 
should be applauded, there still and other school-related them. doesn't really matter?" call for reform. 
remain gaps in meeting the These perceptions reinforce We believe that satisfactoryactivities which are sched­ Yet it is hoped that a height­
needs of the university'commu­ uled in the late afternoon ened awareness of student con­ the characterization of Legal solutions can be arrived at 
nity, especially the needs of and early even ing; Professions as a "blow-off through joint student-faculty ef­cerns and needs in these areas 
low-income student parents. 3. Need for subsidies to as­ will help the administration to course" and lead a number of forts, whereby our School of 
For example, the Center offers sist needy students in pay­ better focus upon addressing students to agree that "it was Law can build a Profession 
a sliding scale fee based on a ing for child care. Subsi ­ an adequate course if all you curriculum that is educating, il­those conce·rns and meeting 
those needs.child 's age and family income, dies could be included in aimed for was a good grade." luminating, energetic, reflec­
but the fees are still prohibitive financial aid packages or Suggestions for improving the tive and personally, as well as 
for some student parents. Even direct funding from stu ­ Legal Profession course, and ultimately the at­ professionally, fulfilling. Phase 
when the additional spaces be­ dent activity fees. (The by Tammie Schultz titude of students approaching I is in motion - the Profession 
come available, there still Graduate Student Associ­ Legal Profession/Perspec- it, involve a grading system that course is in place. It is time for 
promises to be a waiting list. In ation offers such assist­ tives on the Lawyering Process credits small group participa­ the students and faculty to ini­
addition, the needed expansion ance to graduate students is that component of the first­ tion in assignments, simula- tiate Phase II - reform. 
of the Main Street Campus based on financial need.) year curriculum designed to in­ continued on page 5 
Center does not address the II. Additional concerns of stu ­ tegrate and develop important 
need for on-site child care on dent parents of young children themes and issues that are 
the Amherst Campus. (The only regarding the flexibility of the often left unexamined during 
program currently available on Law School: this period of "learning the law 
the Amherst Campus, the Early 1. Make classes (especially and becoming professionalized 
Childhood Center, provides two for 1st year students) as lawyers." Learning to "think 
hour pre-school sessions.) ava ilable as early as possi­ like lawyers .. . to practice 
On-site care is important to ble so that students are law," involves, at the threshold, 
parents with infants who might able to make adequate an examination of a profession; 
want to visit their children dur­ child care arrangements ; for, along with the substantive 
ing their breaks throughout the ments; law, the "tools" so to speak, 
day, and especially to mothers 2. Administration and fac­ comes the inevitable ethical di­
who are nursing. In addition, ulty must be more sensi­ lemmas and coincident profes­
the Campus Child Care Center tive to the special needs sional responsibilities·. While 
currently operates until 5:30 of parents of young chil­ each first-year section partici­
p.m ., making it impossible to at­ dren and give adequate pates in the Legal Professions 
tend law classes and meetings notice of changes in class curriculum, the structure and 
which are scheduled after 5 schedules and make-up focus does vary from section to 
p.m . unless a parent is able to classes; section, year to year. However, 
make alternative arrangements 3. Need for more flexibility the fundamental themes re­
for their children to be picked in exam schedules to main consistent. 
up. These are some of the rea­ allow parents to change Legal Professions was imple­
sons the feasibility of providing an exam time and/or date mented in response to feelings 
a flexible child care program on when a conflict with child articulated by students and fac­
the Amherst Campus should be care arrangements cannot ulty that the "Broader Picture" 
Attention: 3rd Year Students 
Anyone who is interested in 
serving on the 
faculty student committee 
to select recipients of the 
Public Interest Summer Internships 
should submit a letter of interest 
to the SBA office 
by 5 :00 pm Monday, March 7. 
Interviews will be conducted on 
Wednesday, March 9. 
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SBA Briefs .. . . .. .. ...... . .. .. . . . . by John Williams 
Committees Formed To Address Issues of Concern 
In the last two weeks, four 
new committees have been 
formed in the law school. The 
committees consist of faculty 
and students and are supposed 
to represent a community effort 
at addressing certain problems 
that plague the law school. 
The new committees are a 
by-product of the new adminis­
tration led by Dave Filvaroff. 
They are the Committee on 
Handicapped Students, Com­
mittee on Military Recruiting at 
the Law School, Committee on 
the Student Lounge and other 
building changes, and the Com­
mittee on Code of Conduct for 
Faculty and Staff. 
The Committee on Handicap­
ped Students was established 
to address the needs of handi ­
capped and disabled students. 
The population of students who 
are in this category has grown 
a great deal over the last three 
years, and to some extent their 
needs have been neglected. 
The committee is empower­
ed to come up with new ways 
to make handicapped and dis­
abled students' lives at Buffalo 
easier. I would strongly urge 
those students who wish to 
make recommendations to this 
committee to do so through the 
office of Associate Dean Lee Al ­
bert, in Room 317. 
The Committee on Military 
Recruiting of the Law School 
was formed to address the blat­
ant discriminatory policy of the 
JAG Corps against the recruit­
ment of homosexuals. This 
committee is supposed to pass 
a final resolution for the next 
academic year on whether or 
not to ban the military from re­
c~uiting and interviewing in the 
law school. 
It is my opinion that this com­
mittee should not only address 
JAG but all types of discrimina­
tory policies of employers (i.e. 
race, sex, religion, and handi­
capped) who recruit at this 
school. The mil itary has made 
it easy for us because they have 
a written policy; what about the 
firms or agencies that come to 
this school that have unwritten 
policies of discrimination 
against a certain group(s)? 
The Committee on the Stu­
dent Lounge and other building 
changes was created by the 
new dean to enhance the law 
school and give a sense of 
home. The dean 's big proposal 
in this area is to construct/con­
vert the two fourth floor 
lounges into one student 
lounge. This would mean that 
the staff would have to relocate. 
According to the Dean, the staff 
is willing to cooperate with his 
proposal. If this proposal goes 
through, the student owes the 
staff a great deal of thanks for 
giving up their space. 
The Committee on Code of 
Conduct will be a committee 
designed to set moral as well 
as ethical guidelines kJr faculty 
and staff members. This com­
mittee almost seems to resem­
ble the recent harassment 
statement that the faculty has 
passed pertaining to student 
conduct. 
All resolutions from the com­
mittees will have to be ap­
proved by the faculty. Let's 
hope that they will be a 
cooperative group, because 
many of the resolutions will re­
flect student views. In other 
words, we should respect our 
only legitimate voice into the 
governance of this law school : 
the committee process. 
By-Law 13 Requires Charter and Constitution 
by Kimi Lynn King an extension, you need to ask year the Entertainment Law So­ in buying a space to advertise cost of renting the Trafalma­
Well folks, it seems that we S.B.A. for it. Please indicate that ciety did not submit theirs and your group, please talk to your dore Cafe, please contact Kelley 
survived the audit intact. A full your article is for By-Law 13 they lost all of their funding. Ad­ members. Omel (2nd year Class Director) 
report of the auditor's evalua­ compliance when it is printed. mittedly it's an ugly policy, but This year we will be having a a.s.a.p. Please encourage your 
tion will be reprinted in The The auditor had a hard time tell­ to do otherwise means that 24 Centennial Dinner Dance on Fri­ members who might be in­
Opinion after it is released later ing which articles were for com­ separate organizations could all day, March 18. Last year most terested in getting an act to­
this week. However as a pre­ pliance! submit their requests of the groups donated part of gether, to do so!!! 
liminary I would like to remind Likewise, groups were to whenever. The buck stops their funds to co-sponsor the Near the end of the year, the 
all of the student organizations have sent representatives to an here ... don't let it stop your or­ dance. If your group is in­ S.B.A. always starts to run out 
of the following. This list was S.B.A. meeting by March 1 to ganization . terested, please let us know in of $$$. Inevitably, there are 
put into your organizational meet your By-Law 13 com­ As I peruse over the books for writing how much you would groups and persons who ap­
mailboxes Feb. 5. If you have pliance for the Spring semester. the B.S.A., there are a few or­ like to donate. If you have ideas proach us for bucks. If your or­
not done so, please check your If your organization has not ganizations which have been for music, please let us know. ganization would be willing to 
mailboxes on the 3d floor of done so, please get going. If rather inactive this year. Please Salvatore's Gardens has been sponsor activities please let us 
O'Brian (in the Xerox room). you have not by the time for know a.s.a.p. Groups who do 
Every single organization budget requests, your funding help out with funding shortages 
needs to have a Charter and a will be lost! will be given credit for having 
Constitution drawn up before cosponsored an activity in the
Budget requests are due Fri­ Dates To Remember budget process. the April '88 budget meeting. 
day, March 25 at 5:00 pm to the
Some organizations have one Groups were requested to fill
S.B.A. office (Rm. 101 ). Forms 
or the other. If you have not in the following form, but unfor­
will be available today after
submitted both to me, please tunately only a few have come
5:00 pm. MARCH 25do so .. The Charter is basically in. Please get these to me by
April 12 and 13 (Tuesday and 
a statement of purpose for your Thursday, March 10 at 5:00 pm.Budget Requests Are DueWednesday), we will be having
group. The Constitution is the We are doing an inventory of
budget hearings to decide next
rules by which you work. space and telephone alloca­
year's budget. Budget alloca­ APRIL 12 & 13Groups may also specify in tions.
tions will be based on the fol­
their Constitution that amend­
lowing: Budget Meeting
ments to the Constitution will 
Number of activities this year
be accomplished through By­
Types of activities this year
laws. APRIL Organization NameCurrent year fiscal budget ap-
By-Laws are not necessary, 
propriated Office LocationBudget Votebut they make amending your 
Current year fiscal budget ex­
Constitution much easier. Due 
Telephone Numberpended
to the difficulties of scrounging Compliance with this schedule is mandatoryBy-Law 13 compliance
up a Founding Father to help Charter? D Yes D No
Fundraising group has done for obtaining SBA funding for next year.you out and if you are having 
(this is in your favor) Constitution? D Yes D Notrouble, please see me during 
Plans for next year
my office hours (Monday 11 am Opinion Article 87-88?Please sign-up for a time slot - 2 pm). keep in mind that this will be chosen for their annual bash □ Yes ONooutside the S.B.A. office doorGroups who do not meet this taken into consideration during and we are also going to send
when you submit your budgetrequirement by April 1, 1988 the hearings. But the good out flyers to the Alumni and Please give date (printed or ex-
request. pected) _________ 
next year! · Organizations which do not to get plans together either with On Thursday night, April 7, 
It's a hateful rule, I know, but submit requests, nor appear for other organizations here in the we will be hosting the infamous Contact Person 87-88 
if it makes you feel any better, budget hearings will be denied law school or with the Univer­ Law Revue. It's our annual tal ­
will not receive funding for the news is that there is still time Faculty. 
Telephone Numberthe S.B.A. is having to update funding for the allocation pro­ sity community. ent show and generally good 
theirs as well. cess. I am sure that all of you Here are a few ideas: reason to "roast" the Law 
Mailbox Number 
Also, groups were to have read the scandal going on with Yearbook! We are trying to School. If your groups are in­
completed their article for The the Undergraduate Student As­ keep this thing going. If your or­ terested in either participating Please return to #424 
Opinion by March 1. If you need sociation. Make no mistake, last ganization might be interested or dontaing funds to cover the by Thursday, March 10 
Off The Court by Andrew Culbertson 
Beer: Everything You Always Wanted, and Death 
Traditionally, the problem of 
alcohol within sports has been 
given very little attention. 
Somehow, being a legal "drug" 
has allowed alcohol to escape 
scrutiny within professional 
athletics. The best example of 
this would have to be Babe 
Ruth . 
Ruth, considered by many to 
be the greatest baseball player 
of all time, was, at least by 
today's standards, an alcoholic. 
If anything, being a lush merely 
made the Babe more of a leg­
end. Here was a guy who could 
party all night, and then hit 
three home runs the next day. 
After a typical Ruthian binge, 
most mortals wouldn't be able 
to walk, let alone play baseball , 
for several days. 
Fortunately, alcoholism with­
in sports has come to be recog­
nized as the serious problem 
that it is. Like any problem, 
however, it has taken a number 
of unfortunate incidents for it 
to get the attention it deserves. 
Athletes such as Don New­
comb, Bob Welch, and Bernard 
King have all battled, and had 
their careers either ended or 
seriously threatened, by al­
cohol. Pelle Lindberg, a former 
NHL goalie, drove into a wall 
(fatally) after a few too many 
drinks. Six Minnesota Vikings, 
within a 14-month period, were 
arrested for driving while intox­
icated. 
In terms of degrees of seri ­
ousness, alcohol has typically 
played second fiddle to " hard " 
drugs within the realm of 
sports. Admittedly though, it 
has been proven that alcohol 
can be just as dangerous, if not 
more detrimental, than other 
drugs. Drawing on this analogy, 
I would propose that beer has 
played (and is still playing) the 
same role to "hard" alcohol, as 
alcohol has played to other 
drugs. 
In regard to beer, the story of 
Chris Mullin has opened a few 
eyes. Mullin, a professional 
basketball player, recently un­
derwent rehabilitation for a 
beer-drinking problem . Al ­
though technically alcohol is al­
cohol, beer has been treated 
differently than other, more po­
tent, types of alcohol. "Po­
tency" is the key word in this 
case. Since beer is the weakest 
alcoholic beverage, there is a 
popular misconception that it is 
less dangerous. This is simply 
not the case. 
The biggest culprits in this in­
stance are the beer companies 
themselves, in conjunction with 
ex-athletes and professional 
sports organizations. Although 
beer companies aren't the pri­
mary reason why sports and al­
cohol have been linked in the 
past, they're doing their best to 
keep this connection alive. All 
you have to do is turn on the 
television. "Today's kickoff is 
sponsored by Budweiser." 
"Miller. Proud sponsor of the 
1988 Winter Olympics." Or how 
about the famed Miller Lite 
softball games and bowling 
continued on page I 0 
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SBA Committees 
Research and Writing There was a feeling among lack of substantive law. somewhat rebutted - when 
by Alexei Schacht several students that R & W Proponents of the class argue questioned on what areas of the 
While 49.5% of one-hundred should also include more prac­ that students should not be curriculum they felt were 
and ninety-six (196) respon­ tice in oral presentation and ar­ preoccupied with memorizing under-represented, some stu­
dents said that their Research guing. Presently, R & W classes rules. Rules can be taught by dents expressed an interest in 
and Writing ("R & W" herein) have only one oral argument at reference to a hornbook. The advanced tort and contract 
courses were "adequate," the end of the second semester. law school experience should law.) 
there was also widespread dis­ However, it must be empha­ give the student the analytical The majority of students re­
satisfaction with some ele­ sized that R & W, as opposed to ability to deal with the rules and sponding to our survey (both 
ments of R & W, even by those certain other courses, was felt not the ability to merely positive and negative re­
who felt that the course was by the respondents to be an es­ memorize them. sponses) expressed over­
"adequate." Forty-six percent sential course that simply The school-wide survey con­ whelmingly the opinion that 
of the respondents said that needs some improving. In fact, ducted by this committee sup­ this course should be taken out 
R & W was not adequate and a few students mentioned that ports the proposition of making of the first year curriculum. 
four percent had no opinion. it would be helpful to have sec­ Con-torts an upperclass elec­ They state that the course is 
Most significantly, the re­ ond and third year R & W tive and taking it out of the first fundamentally unfair to those 
spondents complained in their courses. year curriculum. students in section three. It 
written comments about their Con-Torts When asked whether Con-torts handicaps those students in 
teaching assistants or TAs. by Carolyn Henry should be an upper-class elec­ two fundamental areas of law 
There was a widespread feeling Con-torts is a first year, sec­ tive rather than a first-year re­ and puts them at a disadvan­
that the TAs were too inexperi­ tion three course_, basically de­ quired course: 45% said that it tage in relation with other stu­
enced and unqualified to teach scribed as a theoretical mixture should be an upperclass elec­ dents in the school. 
the course. Students recom­ of contract and tort law. It deals tive; 38% said that it should not Even those students who said 
mended that the school hire with a theme that is becoming be. The majority of negative re­ that they enjoyed and felt the 
either practicing attorneys or increasingly important in many sponses said that it should be course was worthwhile agreed 
professors to teach R & W . areas of law. eliminated; while a small mi­ that there is a need for the stu­
Perhaps surprisingly, many However, there has been in­ nority said that it should remain dents to learn the basic legal 
students also felt that the creasing discussion and debate a first-year course. Seventeen principles of contract and tort 
number of assignments were on whether this course should percent had no opinion. law. 
too few and that more research remain a first year course or The majority of students re­ An argument posed by those 
should be demanded of the stu­ whether it should become an sponding negatively expressed in favor of the course as an 
dents. Several second and third upperclass elective. the opinion that the course it­ upper-class elective is that by 
year students, possibly be­ A number of former students self is not worthwhile, and that opening up the class to those 
cause they have had "real of the course say they feel they it should be eliminated altogeth­ students who want to take the 
world" legal experience by lack a fundamental and working er. Some questioned whether course and who have a basic 
now, thought that more prac­ knowledge of either contract or anyone would be interested ir'f foundation in both areas, the 
tice in writing pleadings, as op­ tort law. They feel at a disad­ this course having taken con­ course's objective will be better 
posed to memoranda and/or vantage in later courses and tract and tort law in their first served and those students will 
briefs, could be used. employment as a result of this year. (This assertion can be more fully appreciate the 
THREE REASONS 
WHY MORE STUDENTS ARE 
CHOOSING KAPLAN-SMH 
BAR REVIEW COURSE 
1 INTENSIVE QUESTION REVIEW: Over eighteen hours of in-class 
question analysis by experienced law school professors is an 
integral part of every SMH and Kaplan-SMH Bar Review course 
at no extra cost. 
2 NARRATIVE TEXTS: The law you need to know for your bar exam is 
explained for you-not outlined-in our comprehensive texts. 
3 UNPARALLELED CONVENIENCE: Preparation for the bar exams of nine­
teen jurisdictions is available at over 100 Stanley H. Kaplan 
Educational Centers nationwide (except in New England, D.C., 
Maryland, and New Mexico where courses are administered by 
SMH). 
------ PREPARATION FOR------
California Illinois New Hampshire Rhode Island 
Colorado Maine New Jersey Texas 
Connecticut Maryland New Mexico Vermont 
Dist. of Columbia Massachusetts New York Virginia 
Florida Michigan Pennsylvania 
Ifyou plan to practice in any ofthesejurisdictions, your first step should 
be to contact your campus rep or your local Stanley Kaplan Educational Center. 
STANllYH. SeeyourCampusRep,orcall:KAPIAN..SMH BUFFALO AREA 
Stanley H. Kaplan Ed. Ctr. ltd.BAR REVIEW SERVICES 
1330 Niagara Falls Blvd. 
Tonawanda, New York 14150 
(716) 837-8022(800) 223-1782 (800) 343·9188 
C1987 Kaplan- SMH 
from page 2 
theoretical aspects of the 
course. 
Thus, by opening up this 
course to the upper-class, all 
sides of this issue can be satis­
fied. 
- All fir5t year students will 
. get the fundamental legal and 
theoretical principles of both 
Contract and Tort Law. 
-The course will be out of 
first-year so not to put one sec­
tion's students at a disadvan­
tage over the others. 
- Those upper-class stu­
dents choosing this course will 
more fully appreciate the 
theoretical aspects of the 
course for they will have a basic 
foundation in both areas of law. 
- Those who feel that this 
course is not worthwhile could 
simply choose not to take the 
course. 
Over-Subscribed Classes 
by Carolyn Henry 
One of the most frustrating 
things faced by a student is to 
be closed out of a particular 
course they need or want. This 
problem is especially acute for 
2nd year students. It is not un­
common for a 2nd year to be 
closed out of one or two class­
es, forcing them to take a 
course merely to get the credit 
hours. 
The school-wide survey 
questioned students on those 
courses they had been closed 
out of; those courses receiving 
the most responses were: 
- Gratuitous Transfers (this 
course is offered once a year 
and is open to 150 students); 
- Property II (this course is 
offered once a year and is a pre­
requisite to Property 111); 
- Corporations (offered in 
both semesters - 2 sections in 
the fall semester, 1 in the 
spring); 
- Commercial Paper (offer­
ed once a year). 
General suggestions made 
by students in this area to help 
alleviate this problem include 
allowing a larger number of stu­
dents to take the class; offer 
more sections of a particular 
course which is in great de­
mand or offer cetain courses in 
both semesters rather than in 
just one. 
Miscellaneous Courses 
by Carolyn Henry 
Students have suggested 
many areas of law which they 
felt have been under-represent­
ed in the present curriculum. 
Some of these areas include: 
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A Democratic Law School? 
The idea of a democratic law school is an enticing and intriguing one. Some 
law students are fascinated by an opportunity to participate in policy making 
and to assist in building programs within O'Brian Hall. Other law students 
shun such ideas and simply attend classes and leave the community as soon 
as those classes are done. What we try to do at the Opinion is report and 
comment on the law school community and raise relevant, hard problems 
and issues that concern this community. One of the hard issues that has been 
debated at UB Law for a number of years has been the admission policies of 
the Buffalo Law Review. 
In our last issue John Bonazzi's opinion piece, "Law Review Selection Proc­
ess Deemed Undemocratic, " while sometimes venomous and overblown, 
nevertheless raised a very important issue rec~ntly absent from debate at UB. 
With this issue of the Opinion, responses to the "undemocratic" charge come 
from two diametrically opposed authors. Both are equally ambivalent about 
the substance of the Bonazzi opinion piece, yet criticize the piece from very 
different perspectives. 
Michael Banks is a note and comment editor on the Buffalo Law Review 
and gives an articulate and thorough exposition of the present process by 
which the Review chooses its new associates from the first-year class. Mr. 
Banks lauds the Review as having "one of the best processes being used by 
any law review in the country" and stipulates that no first-year student is ever 
forced to compete to gain access to the Review. 
Bill Magavern is a third-year student who, when offered a position on the 
Buffalo Law Review declined the invitation. Mr. Magavern lists among his 
reasons for refusing an associateship: a pervasive atmosphere of elitism, 
resume building, and an underrepresentation of women and people of color 
on the Review. 
While it is a true statement that no law student is ever forced to be a member 
of the Buffalo Law Review it must be said that every student must compete 
if s/he wants to become a member. As law students we all know that certain 
competitions which are structured certain ways tend to have an exclusitory 
or inclusitory effect on certain groups or classes of people. 
Does the Buffalo Law Review have the "best" selection process it possibly 
could? Does the process as it stands now exclude certain groups? Is an exam 
grade tally and a 10-day, eight-page casenote competition the "best" way to 
get the careful mixture of imagination, critical analysis, and writing talent 
which is necessary for every successful scholarly journalist? 
If the Review selection process is one of the "best," why did it have to be 
amended in 1984 to include an affirmative action program because people of 
color were not being asked to become members? If women are underrepre­
sented on the membership of the Buffalo Law Review, why has the Review 
not made an explicit and concerted effort to recruit women into its ranks? 
Why is it that the majority of the members on the Buffalo Law Review are 
still white and male? We think these are valid questions to ask and hope you 
will start asking them of members of the Buffalo Law Review or those who 
wish to become members. 
If the Yale Law Journal uses no selection process and is open to every Yale 
law student, and yet continues to be a successful publication, why should the 
Buffalo Law Review insist on the continuance of a selection process? Tradition 
should not be allowed as a defense when the only substance such a tradition 
has is to exclude certain groups or classes of people. Some argue that attempt­
ing to manage and administer the work of all those who would want to 
participate in the Review would be impossible. Why is it possible for those 
at the Yale Law Journal but not those at the Buffalo Law Review? 
Brett Gilbert is a 1987 graduate of UB Law presently working for Legal Aid 
Appeals in New York Chy. In the fall of 1985, Mr. Gilbert wrote an opinion 
piece for this paper entitled "CollectivP. Law Review" in which he called for 
exactly that, a collectively and democratically operated Buffalo Law Review. 
The following paragraph is taken from that Opinion piece: 
"We should not be deterred in an attempt to make the Buffalo Law 
Review a collective, democratically controlled organization which 
would be open to all students who wished to join it. A collective Law 
Review would help liberate us from destructive and alienating competi­
tion which destroys group solidarity; a collective Law Review would 
allow all students to partake in whatever wisdom the Law Review has 
to offer; a collective Law Review would lead us to its demystification 
so as to eliminate its reputation as an elitist organization; but most 
importantly, a collective Law Review would help students see more 
clearly the power relationships in our society so they are better able 
to direct their energies against common enemies, rather than at each 
other. Finally, we should collectivize the Law Review if for no other 
reason than to maintain internal consistency here at UB. Our law school 
is premised on an amorphous concept known as the Buffalo model 
which, from what I understand, tries to maintain a non-competitive, 
collective spirit amongst students and faculty. It is pure hypocrisy to 
publicly advertise the benefits and virtues of the Buffalo model while 
also perpetuating the existing organization of the Buffalo Law Review. 
We should be honest with ourselves and concede the contradiction, 
for the resolution of the contradiction will make us stronger." 
Mr. Gilbert makes a strong argument, an argument that those who wish to 
see the Review continue in its current organization were unable to refute in 
the fall of 1985. Now with the passage of time we think the argument for an 
open law review has only become stronger. And once again, such an argument 
will not be able to be refuted by those who wish to see the Review continue 
as it exist~ now. We shall see. 
Of Rights And Privileges 
The traditional ways of our society are changing. Changes in societal norms, 
morals and values can be channeled into positive modes of co-existence 
instead of being tools for subjugation. Law school is but a microcosm of 
society-at-large. Like society-at-large, particularly in terms of representation, 
rights and privileges, law schools throughout the nation are experiencing 
changes. The recent commentaries on affirmative action in Law Review and 
Moot Court, as well as the JAG Corps' recruiting on campus while they openly 
discriminate against gay law students and attorneys, are all representative of 
the changes occurring in our law school. 
Although law students may not participate as much as they did with society­
at-large, it would undermine the basic function of education; that is, to adjust, 
learn and communicate, if solutions were not sought at this micro level. We 
seek to learn the law, its use and application. To acquire these tools and use 
them m conjuring arguments to deny rights and privileges to the other half 
The Opinion Mailbox 
Law Review Fosters Elitism 
To the Editor: 
Reading John Bonazzi's "Law 
Review Selection Process 
Deemed Undemocratic" gave 
me the mixed emotions of rec­
ognition and satisfaction. I rec­
ognized some of the ideas and 
phrases in the article as my 
own, taken from the comments 
I had put in the "Suggestion 
Box," which were posted 
(anonymously) outside of the li­
brary with the other sugges­
tions. 
More importantly, I was satis­
fied to see that Mr. Bonazzi had 
given my comments more 
thought than did the SSA's 
"Miscellaneous Committee," 
which dismissed them per­
functorily. 
I agree wholeheartedly with 
Mr. Bonazzi's arguments that 
the current selection process 
for the Buffalo Law Review fos­
ters elitist snobbery and that all 
students who want to work on 
the journal should be allowed 
to . For those reasons, in large 
part, I declined an invitation to 
join the Review 18 months ago. 
Some people, I've been told, 
considered my decision strange, 
but I've certainly never regret­
ted it. 
The Buffalo Law Review 
seems to have more to do with 
elitism and resume building 
than with legal scholarship. Au­
drey at the CDO contributes to 
this undermining of the Buffalo 
Model by telling students to 
" put the words 'Law Review' in 
neon lights on your resume" 
and by referring to Law Review 
students as her 'stars,' and it 
seems to be generally believed 
that having that neon sign 
greatly increases one's chances 
of finding a desirable job. 
Perhaps employers do in­
deed prefer to hire Law Review 
members, but I don't know 
why. Law Review members 
don't seem to be at all superior 
to the rest of us in intelligence, 
legal aptitude, creativity, or 
amiability, some of the qualities 
that I would think employers 
would look for. 
As Mr. Bonazzi points out, the 
Law Review's selection criteria 
are not particularly good mea­
surements of ability. The re­
sults bear this out. Women and 
people of color are underrepre­
sented on the Law Review. Is 
that because they're less qual­
ified than white men? I think 
not. 
Many current Review mem­
bers will no doubt protest the 
idea of open·ing up member­
ship, but the idea is hardly ex­
treme. Other campus publica­
tions, like The Opinion and In 
the Public Interest, have open 
membership. If Law Review 
membership were open to any­
one willing and able to do the 
work, I'm sure the journal 
would not fall apart. In fact, the 
extra hands might enable it to 
bring its lagging production 
schedule up to date. 
Mr. Bonazzi erred, though, in 
calling the Law Review "the 
only scholarly activity in the law 
school." I'm not sure exactly 
what he means by this, because 
scholarly activity is the regular 
business of the law school. If 
he refers to extracurricular stu­
dent involvement in scholarly 
activity, he has omitted two 
areas. 
First, many students assist 
and collaborate with professors 
in their scholarly work, gaining 
both valuable experience and 
hard cash through research as­
sistantships, Baldy fellowships 
and the like. The school should 
try to expand funding for these 
positions so that more students 
can benefit from them. 
Secondly, In the Public In­
terest is a student-run journal 
that actually publishes student 
articles. (The Law Review, on 
the other hand, no longer offers 
a publication outlet to more 
than a select few students. How 
many members of the classes 
of '88 and '89 have published 
in the Review?) Granted, ITPI 
has a progressive political bent 
that will not appeal to everyone, 
but its editors have consistently 
accommodated a diverse range 
of viewpoints within that gen­
eral progressive tendency. 
All of this reminds me that 
last year The Opinion printed 
stories about a new campus law 
journal that would publish stu­
dent work. Since then, I have 
heard nothing about this prop­
osed journal, though it has re­
ceived SBA funding. Can you 
write an update? 
Sincerely, 
Bill Magavern 
Guild Wrong on JAG Corps 
by Shawn Griffin 
The recent protest against the 
Judge Advocate General's hir­
ing practices brings up several 
important issues. The National 
Lawyers Guild has taken upon 
themselves the task of protest­
ing discrimination against gays 
by the Armed Services. The 
purpose of a protest is to high­
light an issue. In this respect the 
protest has served its purpose 
but when the N .L.G. attempts 
to go further by pressuring the 
faculty and CDO to exclude the 
JAG from hiring on campus 
they have gone too far. 
The basis of the protest was 
their objection to discrimina­
tion against gays. In light ofthis 
platform, it is hypocritical to 
argue for the use of discriminat­
ory practices by CDO. To pro­
test the JAG hiring policies by 
eliminating this job opportunity 
for U.B. law students is dis­
crimination in and of itself. 
The discrimination of a small 
number of gay students is 
merely shifted to the students 
pursuing job opportunities in 
the JAG. There were 25 to 30 
students who interviewed with 
the JAG. Should these students 
be deprived of a job opportu­
nity in order to protest a point? 
The reason for a protest is to 
shed light on an issue. This 
issue is q social issue which 
must be addressed by our soci­
ety in the proper forum. The 
N.L.G . can shed light on the 
issue by sitting in front of the 
library, but the way to change 
this policy is not a local issue 
which can be affected by local 
The Supreme Court has taken 
an active role in detering dis­
crimination. Gay discrimination 
in the military is presently an 
issue in our court system and 
may reach the Supreme Court 
if the San Francisco ruling ex­
tending the suspect classifica­
tion to gays is appealed to this 
level. Previously, gay discrimi­
nation was tested against a ra­
tional basis test. In light of prior 
decisions rejecting the exten­
sion of this category to age and 
gender discrimination it seems 
unlikely that the court will allow 
the lower court ruling to stand. 
Only when discrimination is 
within the suspect classifica­
tions will affirmative action be 
justified. 
If the N.L.G. proposal is 
forced upon our school we will 
be, in effect, taking affirmative 
action. Admittedly, if the Su­
preme Court holds that gays are 
within the suspect classification 
there will be grounds for affir­
mative action. But if the Su­
preme Court takes the more 
likely path of applying the less 
restrictive rational basis test, af-
firmative action will not be jus­
tified. (Unless the Supreme 
Court finds that the military's 
reasons fail even the rational 
basis test.) Affirmative action is 
a strong social tool which must 
be used sparingly in order to 
prevent its abuse. 
This concern against overuse 
is the reason the Supreme 
Court has restricted the pro­
tected classes. It is a tool our 
judicial system has used spar­
ingly and one our law school 
should use sparingly. 
Whatever the outcome, it is a 
social issue which must be 
changed through either judi­
cial, executive or legislative ac­
tion . It is your government 
which maintains this policy and 
as law students the N.L.G. as 
well as anyone should know 
how to change governmental 
policy. Write your Con­
gressman or woman, write to 
the president, make people 
aware of the issue and ask for 
their support, but don't deprive 
me or any other U.B. law stu­
dent of a career opportunity to 
make your point. 
BAR-BRI Ads Mislead; 
PieperIs The BetterChoice 
To the Editor: Multi-State Bar Review ("Take 
In the highly competitive busi­ This Pieper Multiple Choice Bar 
ness world, the use of deceptive Examination," The Opinion, 
advertising is all too prevalent Feb. 17, 1988). 
today. To see this type of adver­ I am not a Pieper representa­
tising in The Opinion, however, tive, but I have placed my de­
is something that should not be posit with Pieper to take his 
tolerated. Once again, BAR/BRI course. This decision was made 
of America would be to go against the teachings of fairness and justice. Bar Review has bought adver­ after careful consideration ofactions. The military is a gov­
We must seek to uphold the law ; that is, we must seek to ensure that the tising space in the law school the merits of each course pre­ernmental entity which is sub­
must deal with the frictions and differences that exist in the legal profession ject to change in three ways: newspaper for the purpose of sented to me by both Pieper 
and society-at-large. One beginning that is both positive and fruitful would misleading students about the and BAR/BRI representatives. 
traditional rights and privileges are extended to all Americans. As such, we 
judicially, legislatively, and bybe to ensure that the rights and privileges of our colleagues are advanced quality of the Pieper New York- continuedon page JOand protected. executive order. 
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Re·s Ipsa Loquitor by Daniel lbarrondo 
Changes In OurSocietyMust Begin With Ourselves 
"What men value in society is 
not rights, but privileges." 
- H. L. Mencken 
This past week we have wit­
nessed on one end the pre­
sence of the JAG Corps recruit­
ers on campus and the NLG on 
the other. 
Two things came to mind as 
I signed the petition sheet and 
then a few hours later I decided 
to play devil's advocate with the 
organizers at the table. I re­
membered a meeting some 
time back with a few friends. 
Present at the meeting was 
Gloria Steinem, whom I thank 
for my enlightenment. Chatting 
about a world ruled by men, 
Gloria stated that if men had 
periods, sanitary napkins 
would be free. 
I couldn't believe how many 
men would break their backs 
searching for legal rules and 
standards to justify their own 
feeling of insecurity when it 
comes to the gay population or 
any type of positive assertive­
ness by womyn or non-cauca­
sians. Wake up and face the fact 
that the 'Tm a straight white 
macho male and my values and 
morals is the law" syndrome 
that existed in our society can 
no longer be tolerated . 
Co-existence with sensitivity 
and concern for others is the 
name of the game now. We all 
want the privileges that we 
were denied and are entitled to. 
Equal toilets and stalls in 
womyn and men's bathrooms 
in public places was a begin­
ning, thanks to Bella Abzug, and 
we will not be satisfied until we 
obtain the same equality in the 
public and private sectors. 
The subjugation of womyn at 
home and the workplace must 
come to an end . The discrimina-
tion against gays and non­
caucasians must also end. If 
men would take the time and 
"look in the mirror," hopefully 
they' ll realize that the extension 
of privileges to womyn, gays 
and non-caucasians would re­
lieve them of a lot of the tension 
and hangups that they now har­
bor. 
The second thing that came 
to mind was that I found the 
analogy of sexual orientation 
discrimination and racial dis­
crimination very interesting. 
When asked to sign the petition 
(which I had already signed a 
few hours before) I responded 
by saying that it was an infringe­
ment on my rights to negate to 
me the opportunity of inter­
viewing with the JAG Corps, or 
something to that effect. 
I was posed with the ques­
tion, "What if they discrimi­
nated aQainst minorities, would 
you like them to recruit on cam­
pus?" (Note : As a citizen of this 
world, I caution the use of the 
term "minority." Outside the 
boundaries of local, city, state 
and national insecurities in any 
country or hemisphere, non­
caucasians are the "majority.") 
Anyway, obviously not. But 
then again, most employers 
would not dare discriminate 
so openly against non-cauca­
sians. They would rather not 
hire and hide behind the cloak 
of "equal opportunity employ­
er" or "affirmative action em­
ployer." It's a nice way of say­
ing, "We'll interview you and 
accept your resume only be­
cause the federal government 
tells us to but quite honestly 
we're not interested in hiring 
non-caucasians. It's not the 
look we want to know better." 
Womyn have been discrimi­
nated against, non-caucasians 
have been discriminated 
against and gays have been dis­
criminated against. Obviously, 
there is common ground to 
work together for the benefit of 
each other. The victories of one 
group are the joys of the others. 
The non-caucasian group 
crosses the boundaries of the 
other two. There are non-cauca­
sian gays, and there are 
thousands of non-caucasian 
womyn who are becoming, if 
they're not already, the new un­
derclass. I wonder if the womyn 
and gay groups would rally be­
hind the lack of employment 
opportunities for the skilled and 
unskilled non-caucasians? Or 
would this be of concern only 
to AALSA, BALSA and LALSA? 
My dear liberal friends, let's 
clean up our house with the 
same force and energy that we 
dedicate to the "unpopular" 
causes of the world . 
Lives Of Afro-Americans Have Seen Little Improvement 
by Angel Maori 





brothers and sisters. 
To get an idea of an African 
tian, high-minded (after all, 
only a high-minded people can 
terms. 
And this high and mighty 
year is 1988. For most Amer­ derstanding of economic inse­ American's life it is necessary build such wonderful things as Constitution they produced 
icans, namely those of the curity, social unrest, and uncer­ to dig back into the creation of empires) and virtuous folk said to the people who had built 
caucasian race, it is a time of tain, if not dire, fears of what this idea, this creation called while they embarked upon the their empires for free : 
economic uncertainty and so­ the future will bring. "America." most massive enslavement of "Representatives and direct 
cial unrest, bringing an atmos­ The reason for their bitter ex­ It started as an ambitious a people in human history. taxes shall be apportioned 
phere of general uneasiness perience is that they know they group of culturally chauvinistic They had to be able to justify among the several States which 
about prospects for the future. are like "strangers in a strange Puritans, merchant adventur­ themselves: may be included within this 
They want to maintain those land," treated like outsiders by ers, and indentured servants The answer to this was also Union, according to their re­
rights which they feel are truly a white majority that does not (white slaves). The smell of an simple. The Africans are not spective Numbers, which shall 
inalienable: a decent job, a se­ want to live with them, work empire to be built was ripe in PEOPLE. They cannot feel, be determined by adding to the 
cure family life and a well alongside them, or share our nostrils. A major problem think, react, love, cry, or die like whole number of free Persons, 
needed opportunity to take a friendships with them. It seems immediately intruded on the US white folk, the true people. including those bound to Ser­
break from the strains of earn­ the only thing that whites want consciousness of these early They were meant, better yet vice for a Term of Years, and 
ing a livelihood for themselves to do if forget that they exist. settlers - how to convert raw destined, to work for US so that excluding Indians not taxed, 
and their families. As citizens of You might hear whites say­ land, occupied by Native Amer­ we can build our empires . . . three-fifths of all other Per­
this country and taxpayers, ing, "I am not responsible for icans, into the stuff of empires and for 250 years they built this sons. " 
they want to see their govern­ what happened during the time when such a paucity of labor empire for free. Ironically, it was the slave­
ment make and enforce laws of slavery," or, "Why should I existed? Everyone who came That great document, our holders who wanted to count 
that . provide for the future be made to feel guilty for some­ over from Europe, including the Constitution, was born in the the people they made slaves as 
meaningful needs of them­ thing that I did not personally indentured servants who even­ heart of slavery. Its language a whole person for the purpose 
selves and their children. do to THEM? Most of the time tually fulfilled their "contracts," cried for the highest exaltation of getting more representation 
That they belong to this coun­ it is their own fault." wanted their own land to farm of a free people. in the legislature. The North­
try, and deserve these provi­ Superficially, these hypothet­ for themselves. To work for George Washington, a man erners wanted to count slaves 
sions from the government is ical comments ring true for another was a repugnant exist­ we are trained to this day to ad­ as no person so they would 
taken for granted. While all se­ many whites in America. It ence. mire unrestrainedly, be we have a numerical advantage in 
verely criticize the government should be understood, how­ The answer to this quandary black or white, built a great em­ the legislature. Savage power­
from time to time, they also rec­ ever, that people can never re­ was simple: Permanent, free pire using the backs of the an­ play at its grandest, abusing 
ognize that it must continue to ally know the effects of their ac­ labor. But what group of people cestors of your black school­ those fine words "People" and 
satisfy their needs. For its only tions and behavior on other would work, to make another mates. (Did you ever wonder " Persons." The people who 
true legitimacy is in maintain­ people until they take that rich, for nothing and for the du­ sometimes - when you touch wrote our Constitution mocked 
ing the faith of its citizens. proverbial walk in another per­ ration of their lives? Another their skin - can you feel their it the most and left us with a 
For a significant group of son's shoes. Only from that simple answer: The ones forc­ collective pain?) legacy of searing prejudice that 
Americans though, this vision vantage point can caucasians ed to the point of death to do so. Thomas Jefferson is the man still stymies us. 
of American status is an alien begin to understand the nature Beyond simple force, though, remembered for fighting for the Those memorable words of 
one, in many important re­ of the racism that whites, col ­ whites needed a psychological inalienable rights of the people. Justice Taney, in the Dred Scott 
spects. African Americans, lectively and individually, per­ mechanism to justify their per­ He was a "benevolent " slave­ case, expressed the common 
some of our earliest members petrate on their Afro-American ception of themselves as Chris- holder; a contradiction in conrinued on page 8 
The "Right" View . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . by James P. McClusky 
An Open.Border Policy Would Benefit All Americans 
Recently the leaders of 
Canada and the United States 
signed a historic trade treaty re­
moving restrictive tariffs and 
quotas which currently hinder 
trade between the two coun­
tries. 
A host of various experts are 
telling our representatives and 
senators in Washington that 
free trade is more efficient than 
protectionism. Wisely, most 
will accept this view and, after 
some political grandstanding 
for the benefit of their con­
stituents, they will approve the 
pact. While these attitudes have 
gained favor when discussing 
trade practices, few apply these 
same principles to our immi­
gration policies. 
Ethnocentric fears and irra­
tional thinking have caused 
Americans to effectively close 
our doors to foreigners. This is 
so even though almost all of us 
have ancestors who emigrated 
to this land of opportunity. Our 
fears do not allow us to recog­
nize those economic and social 
gains which would be realized 
by open immigration. 
Fear of immigration is not a 
new phenomenon . Though the 
fear continues today, levels of 
immigration are actually down. 
The immigrants who arrived 
between 1901-1910 constituted 
9.6 percent of the population 
whereas between 1971-1980 
immigrants constituted only 2 
percent of the population . Cur­
rent citizens only have to ab­
sorb 20 percent of the immi­
grant "burden" as our ances­
tors did at the turn of the cen­
tury. 
The most politically powerful 
argument against admitting im­
migrants is that they take jobs 
held by "natives" (U.S.-born 
citizens) and thereby increase 
unemployment. The logic is 
simple: If the number of jobs is 
fixed , and immigrants occupy 
some jobs, then there are fewer 
jobs available for "natives." 
This fails to recognize the fact 
that immigrants take jobs 
which are not as appealing to 
the local residents . (This is as 
true today as it was when my 
Irish ancestors came over and 
worked on the trans-continen­
tal railroad.) The recent immi­
gration policy~ the amnesty 
program - brought with it a 
crackdown at the American/ 
Mexican border. 
Because of this crackdown 
west coast farmers were unable 
to harvest all their crops. Only 
after a relaxation at the border 
were there sufficient workers to 
harvest the remaining crops. 
Most immigrants have consid ­
erable awareness of the labor­
market condition in the U.S. 
and tend not to come if there is 
little demand for their skills. 
Though some would argue 
that illegal immigrants come 
for the welfare benefits (not car­
ing if their skills are needed), 
this is refuted by r~e:ent studies 
which tend to show immigrants 
generate more rev·er:iue in taxes 
than they take from the state. 
At the same time, immigrants 
increase the demand for labor 
because they consume goods 
as well as produce them . 
As has been the case with im­
migrants throughout U.S. his­
tory, current immigrants are 
just entering their prime work 
life. Immigrants are usually in 
their twenties and thirties, con­
tributing taxes and taking little 
as far as transfer payments are 
concerned . 
This is in contrast to the "na­
tive " population which has a 
much lower percentage of its 
population in their prime work 
life. Immigrants are also flexi -
ble about jobs and geographic 
locations and therefore are able 
to adjust to the changing eco­
nomic conditions which exist. 
And though a large percentage 
of immigrants (especially the il ­
legal immigrants) are persons 
of very low skill and little educa­
tion, many are equipped with 
both high skill and high educa­
tional backgrounds so that their 
contribution is felt across the 
entire work force . 
By offering an open border 
we enjoy benefits other than 
economic. Immigration in-
creases cultural variety. 
Chinese, French and Greek res­
taurants are common examples 
and the recent Chinese New 
Year celebrations, Little ltalys, 
Chinatowns, Polish-American 
clubs and SA-sponsored for­
eign clubs are a few others. 
These cultural contributions 
conrinued on page JO 
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New Spirit At BPILP Prompts Conference, Fund Drive 
by Michael Kulla 
In keeping with the new spirit 
at the Buffalo Public Interest 
Law Program (BPILP), several 
projects are in the works this 
semester. This article will de­
scribe briefly what these proj­
ects are. 
Conference 
We are sponsoring a panel 
discussion about the backlog of 
cases at Legal Aid of Buffalo. It 
is scheduled for Thursday eve­
ning, March 17, at the law 
school. We are finalizing our list 
of speakers from both the law 
SBA Committees .... 
...chool and the Buffalo legal 
community. As soon as that is 
completed, we will announce 
the panel members. 
Pledge Drive 
Our fund-raising efforts are 
being channeled into a faculty/ 
student pledge drive. This will 
likely take place in early to mid­
April. We will be asking stu­
dents to contribute on the 
theme of "Work a Day in the 
Public Interest" this summer. 
Don't worry, you will be hearing 
much more about this cam­
paign in the weeks to come. 
Brochures 
BPILP is in the midst of re­
vamping its informational pam­
phlet. This idea is long overdue. 
Look for our "new and improv­
ed" pamphlets at our confer­
ence March 17. 
Summer Internships 
BPILP offers the opportunity 
for first and second year law 
students to work in public in­
terest agencies in the Western 
New York area. Our stipend for 
the summer is $1,500 per stu­
dent. The selection process is 
as follows: 
1. BPILP solicits proposals 
from local public interest law 
offices that would like one of 
our interns. 
2. BPILP evaluates these pro­
posals and selects as many of­
fices for intern placements as 
our funds allow. 
3. CDO solicits your resumes 
for these offices. 
4. The employer chooses the 
students they wish to interview. 
5. The employer does the in­
terviewing, either on campus or 
at their office. 
6. The employer makes their 
selection of which student they 
want to work for them. 
Employer selection and res­
ume deadlines will be forth­
coming, probably just before or 
after March break. 
If anyone would like further 
information on any of these 
events or projects, please leave 
a note in box 756. This article 
will satisfy SBA By-law 13 re­
quirements. 
from page 5 
International Law 
As one anonymous student 
wrote: - "U.B. is well situated 
to develop its curriculum in in­
ternational law as the only U.S. 
law school located on an inter­
national border. Moreover, fac­
ulty, students and libraries are 
already engaged in interna­
tional comparative and legal re­
search ... So I'd encourage the 
new administration to consider 
the benefits of developing this 
vital area of law ... " 
Oral Advocacy Program 
Many students have express­
ed a concern that the oral advo­
cacy component of the first year 
Research and Writing program 
is insufficient. Further, it is felt 
that moot court and trial tech­
nique do not sufficiently train 
the students in this vital area. 
Further training could also be 
combined with an advanced re­
search and writing course. The 
survey found that many stu­
dents feel that one year of re­
search and writing was inade­
quate to impact the necessary 
and vital skills of legal research 
and writing. 
Clinics 
Establish more clinics and 
supplement them with course 
work. Clinics give the student 
the opportunity to acquire prac­
tical experience in law and at 
the same time serve the com­
munity. 
Other areas in which students 
have expressed an interest in­
clude : 
Conflicts of law (t2 respons­
es); Entertainment law (13 re­
sponses); Anti-Trust law (11 re­
sponses); Patent/Copyright/ 
Trademark law (8 responses); 
Advanced Criminal Law/Evi­
dence (8 responses); and 
Agency and Partnership (9 re­
sponses). 
This list in no way exhausts 
the suggestions made by the 
students. Approximately 55 dif­
ferent law-related areas were 
suggested by the students. The 
above areas represent those 
areas in which a large number 
of students expressed an in­
terest. 
Field Trip Program 
by Kelley Omel 
It is hoped that a formal field 
trip program can be established 
which would go into effect next 
year. Briefly, there could be one 
out-of-town and one local field 
trip each semester. Group rates 
Therefore, the library must be 
compatible with the students' 
needs. The general consensus 
from the students attending 
school at Buffalo Law School is 
that the library, overall, is more 
than efficient and is well staff­
ed. However, there are three 
areas concerning the library in 
which students have expressed 
a dire need for change: 
- Undergraduates in the 
Law Library, 
- Lack of photocopiers in the 
Law Library, 
- The actual hours the Law 
Library is open. 
The following is an attempt 
to explain the above-stated 
problems in detail and some of 
the suggestions offered by law 
students to alleviate these 
problems. 
The first issue is the problem 
of undergraduates in the Law 
Library. One of the major prob­
lems with allowing undergrad­
uates in the Law library is that 
they deprive law students of 
much-needed space. The depri­
vation of library space is a 
major concern and possesses a 
serious educational implica­
tion. 
The Law Library was con­
structed to only hold 501 seats, 
which barely meets A.B.A. ac­
creditation standards for our 
school. Of those 501 seats, only 
228 consist of open or closed 
carrels and 41 of the closed car­
rels are supposedly "restrict­
ed" for law students. In addition 
to that, the audio visual floor 
and 5 conference rooms are for 
the specific use by law stu­
dents. Are these enough re­
stricted seats to satisfy the law 
school population? There are 
roughly 801 law students, 
which would entail an immedi­
ate shortfall of 300 seats. 
Now, imagine the courses 
that require law students to do 
a considerable amount of re­
search, such as : research and 
writing, seminars, clinical pro­
grams, etc. Will these law stu­
dents have to find another place 
outside of the Law Library to 
read and write about what they 
researched? Or, consider the 
law students who, for an entire 
semester, had studied in a par­
ticular open carrel and during 
one of the peak sessions 
(examinations) finds an under­
graduate student occupying 
that nest they created . Should 
lem. Therefore, one possibility 
that the administration might 
have as an option is to make a 
proposal and present it to the 
hierarchy of the university. This 
proposal could include, but not 
exclude, a specific floor strictly 
for undergraduates who just 
want to study in the law school 
environment (sixth floor), or 
perhaps closing the library to 
all undergraduates three weeks 
prior to the start of final exami­
nations. There has also been a 
suggestion of getting a guard 
to sit outside the library to con­
trol the number of undergrad­
uates entering the library. 
It has also been suggested 
that all of the law school's li­
brary facilities (faculty library), 
duplicate reporters be made 
i)Vailable to a larger segment of 
the student body on a seniority 
basis. Our school's limited 
facilities should be utilized to 
their optimal capacity. 
Again, these are just a few of 
the possibilities that could be 
discussed. Tl- ere are many 
more, but we have to get the 
ball rolling. 
The second problem is the 
lack of photocopiers in the Law 
Library. Law students in gen­
eral are in a position in which 
they need to photocopy a tre­
mendous amount of material. 
At the present time the Law Li­
brary has only three photo­
copiers. Three photocopiers 
shared by the whole student 
body does not go very far. If this 
was not bad enough, the three 
machines the library does have 
are not always in working 
order. There have been times 
in the recent past when two of 
the three photocopiers have not 
been operating . 
Students are rightfully upset 
because of the lines on which 
they have to waste much of 
their precious time waiting to 
photocopy material. The lines 
forming at the photocopiers are 
not a result of rude students 
who "hog" the machines. The 
students are very cooperative 
(usually) when it comes to the 
photocopiers, but even with the 
student cooperation there are 
still lines forming. 
As a result of the lack of 
photocopy machines in the Law 
Library, students are forced to 
go to one of the undergraduate 
libraries to copy their material. 
Not only is this uncalled for, but 
actual hours the Law Library is 
open. The library hours for this 
semester are Monday through 
Thursday from 8 a.m. to 11 
p.m., Friday from 8 a.m. to 9 
p.m., Saturday from 9 a.m. to 6 
p.m., and Sunday from 12 p.m. 
to 10 p.m. Many students, how­
ever, desire a law school library 
which remains open for longer 
periods of time. 
While our Law Library hours 
are compatible with the other 
libraries within the University 
system, the hours are less than 
those of other law school librar­
ies nationwide. For example, 
the University of Baltimore's 
Law Library is open an average 
of eleven ( 11) hours longer than 
our Law Library, and Virginia's 
Washington and Lee Law Li­
brary is open twenty-four (24) 
hours per day. 
A few students admit that 
they do not use the library and 
its facilities all the while that it 
is open. However, they contend 
that limited time discourages 
them from using it more often, 
and that if it were open for 
longer periods of time they 
would utilize it to that degree. 
Afro-American ..... . 
feeling that blacks were not 
people, whether they were 
emancipated or not: 
"The question before us is 
whether the class of persons 
described in the plea in abate­
ment compose a portion of this 
people, and are members of 
this sovereignty? We think they 
are not, and that they are not 
included, and were not in­
tended to be included, under 
the word 'citizen' in the Con­
stitution, and can therefore 
claim none of the rights and 
privileges which that instru­
ment provides for and secures 
to citizens of the United States. 
"On the contrary, they were 
at that time considered as a 
subordinate and inferior class 
of beings, who had been subju­
gated by the dominant race, 
and, whether emancipated or 
not, yet remained subject to 
their authority, and had no 
rights or privileges but such as 
those who held the power and 
the Government might choose 
grant them." 60 U.S. (19 How.) 
393, 1857. 
And then a war, ostensibly to 
free the slaves, followed by the 
13th, 14th, and 15th Amend­
ments to the Constitution. 
Some suggestions towards 
achieving this goal may be: (1) 
extend the library hours by at 
least three hours per day. The 
library would then be closed at 
2 a.m.; (2) keep the library open 
twenty-four hours on week­
ends. The library would then re­
main open from Saturday until 
Monday; (3) have one or two 
floors open on a twenty-four 
hour basis. A practical solution 
may be to use the second or 
third floor, or, the second and 
third floors. The elevators could 
be shut down, the doors which 
give access to other floors 
locked, and the lights to those 
floors turned off. Thus, the rest 
of the library could be closed 
except for the second and third 
floors. 
A final suggestion would be 
to have the library remain open 
longer prior to and during exam 
weeks. The study of law often 
requires many hours of re­
search in the Law Library, and 
after vying for space with the 
undergraduates there is often 
very little time left to study 
there. 
from page 7 
abolish distinctions based on 
physical differences, and the at­
tempt to do so can only result 
in accentuating the difficulties 
of the present situation ... If 
one race be inferior to the other 
socially, the Constitution can­
not put them on the same plane 
..." 163 U.S. 537 (1896) 
This attitude by the Supreme 
Court was the law of our coun­
try until that most recent date 
of 1954, in the Brown vs. The 
Board of Education of Topeka, 
Kansas case. Combined with 
the narrow reading of the 13th, 
14th and 15th Amendments, 
and the hatred of many south­
ern whites, blacks in America in 
the first half of the 20th century 
found themselves in conditions 
as bad, and at times worse, than 
what they experienced during 
slavery. 
By now I hope many people 
are realizing that we are almost 
up to the present and things are 
still horrible for African Amer­
icans. So we have got to ask 
ourselves, "How did things get 
so much better in the last 30 
years?" 
The answer is, once again, 
very simple: They are not much 
better at all. 
I 
could be obtained to lessen the 
costs for students. We will be 
applying for a grant in February 
to cover the costs of the faculty 
member leading each out-of- , 
town trip. 
those law students have the 
right to ask that person to 
leave? This example is one of 
many that law students, espe­
cially first years, find them­
selves confronted by. 
often the materials the students 
need cannot be taken _out of the 
Law Library because of library 
policy. 
Students are not naive about 
the cost of a photocopier - it 
While being high-minded in 
their language, these Amend­
ments were so narrowly de­
fined by the federal courts that 
they effectively continued the 
tradition of detrimental treat­
Now I'll leave you with my 
idea of what the essence of 
being an African American on 
February 4, 1988 is: Struggle to 
affirm what history, laws, 
lynchings, non-admittance 
Law Library Can the Law School adminis­ is an expensive machine. How­ ment of black Americans. A few signs, insults about your skin, 
by Karen Surber, Victor Arias tration implement any policies ever, considering the enor­ words from the Plessy vs. Fer­ and cold, fearful stares in the 
and Rohan Marshall which would restrict access to mous amount of material the guson decision should high­ streets and hallways tell you 
One of the most important as­ undergraduate students? Since students copy daily, it is reason­ light the racism that abounded what you are not - a PERSON. 
pects of any law school is its this is a state university, it is able to request that there be at the "highest" levels of our And now I ask every white per­
library. The Buffalo Law Library open to the public and the law more photocopiers in the Buf­ government: son a question : Have you tried 
is a resource that is used by all administration is limited in falo Law School Library. "Legislation is powerless to hard enough to discover what 
students attending school here. what it can do about this prob- The last major problem is the eradicate racial instincts, or to a PERSON truly is? 
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Criticism of Law Review Shows Lack of Understanding 
by Michael C. Banks 
As one of the "people on the 
sixth floor" who helps decide 
who is selected for Law Review, 
I feel compelled to address the 
John Bonazzi article which de­
scribed that process as undem­
ocratic. Certainly Mr. Bonazzi is 
not the first to suggest that the 
Law Review not use any selec­
tion process. Past and current 
members have, on occasion, 
made similar suggestions. The 
Yale Law Journal uses no 
"selection" process. 
My objection to Mr. Bonazzi's 
comments stems not from the 
desire to maintain the Law Re­
view as the last bastion of elitist 
snobbery at UB, but from a be­
lief that the selection process at 
UB is probably one of the best 
processes being used by any 
law review in the country. 
More importantly, I think that 
someone who undertakes the 
responsibility of criticizing the 
process should have a more in­
formed understanding of the 
process than Mr. Bonazzi dem­
onstrated in his article. I must 
also point out that, though I am 
one of the Note and Comment 
Editors and as such played a 
particular role in the selection 
process, I do not write this re­
sponse as a personal defense. 
Mr. Bonazzi erroneously 
states that the "factor most re­
sponsible for membership" is 
grades. Grades make up 50 per­
cent of the score used for selec­
tion, Casenote scores make up 
the other 50 percent. The extent 
to which grades will be the de­
ciding factor depends upon the 
extent to which there is or is not 
a clustering of grades at a par­
ticular level. Thus, in cases 
where the competitors, as a 
class, all have "good" grades, 
Opinion Mailbox 
My reason for writing this let­
ter is that BAR/BRI has placed 
misleading advertising in a 
number of previous issues of 
The Opinion and I believe that 
law students should be aware 
of the selling tactics being used 
by BAR/BRI. (See "29 Reasons 
Why Most People Choose BAR/ 
BRI," previous advertisements 
by BAR/BAI which were more 
reasons notto take PiE!per than 
legitimate reasons for taking 
BAR/BAI.) 
In their advertisement, BAR/ 
BRl's first "question" claims 
that they are "conveniently lo­
cated near Times Square" 
while Pieper "is conveniently 
located at far lower west side." 
It is true that Times Square 
can be reached by bus or sub­
way. But as anyone from New 
York City can attest to, Times 
Square has one of the highest 
crime rates in the city, both on 
the streets and in the subways. 
I, for one, do not consider this 
"convenient." 
Pieper, on the other hand, is 
located in an area known as 
Open Border Policy .. 
also spur "natives" to be 
equally creative. 
Open U.S. borders would 
allow the Third World to get a 
truer picture of the United 
States and its semi-capitalistic 
system. Third World residents 
could hear about the U.S. from 
friends and relatives who have 
emigrated to the U.S. This 
would be an effective counter 
to the anti-American prop­
aganda generated by many 
Third World governments. 
Further, attracting the industri­
ous from the Third World will 
give Third World governments 
the deciding factor might be the 
Casenote score (which I will ex­
plain in greater detail). 
We have the mandatory 
Casenote competition because 
grades, by themselves, are not 
necessarily an accurate reflec­
tion of student ability. If we be­
lieved that they were, we would 
simply notify the top 10 percent 
of the class that they were on 
Law Review, as many other 
schools do. The Casenote com­
petition accounts for the fact 
that not everyone on Law Re­
view is in the top 10 percent of 
the class when evaluated on 
grades alone. 
We do not believe, however, 
that grades are totally unrelated 
to academic accomplishment 
any more than we would assert 
that the LSAT score and under­
graduate GPA's, with all their 
flaws, are totally unrelated to 
academic performance prior to 
entering law school. 
Additionally, students here 
can "write on" to Law Review. 
People are sometimes selected 
solely on the basis of a high 
Casenote score - without re­
gard to grades. 
The Casenote competition is 
scored by eight separate 
editors, each of whom must 
read and score all of the case­
notes. The score that a com­
petitor receives is a statistical 
z-score, or average, of the eight 
scores. Since the scorers do not 
have the names of the writers 
of the Casenotes, and because 
the editors may be anywhere in 
the country when they do the 
scoring, the possibility of collu­
sion is remote and speculative. 
Mr. Bonazzi is correct in 
suggesting that the require­
ments for law review should in­
clude a sophisticated analysis 
Tribeca on the Lower West Side 
of Manhattan. It has one of the 
lowest crime rates and is easily 
accessible by both subway and 
bus. 
Another BAR/BRI "question" 
points out that their lecture is 
given in non-live sessions using 
color videotape while answer­
ing that Pieper uses audiotape 
cassette. The choice for the cor­
rect Pieper "answer" is placed 
last in order of three possible 
formats for the course, imply­
ing that the use of an audiotape 
is the least desirable form for 
reviewing for the bar. 
This is misleading because 
the substance that will be trans­
mitted during the lecture is de­
livered by what you hear, not 
what you see. It is irrelevant 
whett,er you can see the profes­
sor providing the lecture. 
Learning the law is more a func­
tion of listening to what people 
say. There are no hand signals 
to be learned for the bar. 
I believe that an audiotape 
lecture such as Pieper's would 
be better than a non-live video 
from page 7 
an incentive to liberalize their 
economies and social con­
straints. 
Immigration is obviously 
beneficial to those who actively 
seek admission to our country, 
but at the same time the "na­
tive" population benefits. We 
should be glad that our society 
is sufficiently attractive to 
create what is perceived as an 
immigration problem, and we 
should not be naive enough to 
think we are better than and de­
serve more than those who 
were not fortunate enough to 
be born within our borders. 
of issues and high quality, in-
depth writing. That is precisely 
why those who submit "low 
quality journalism" demon­
strating an over "emphasis on 
getting your product to not ex­
ceed eight pages," and those 
who cannot "write something 
meaningful in eight wide mar­
gined pages" are unlikely to 
score well on the Casenote 
component oftheirtotal score. 
The Casenote is an analysis 
of the law reflected in the 
majority and the dissenting or 
concurring opinions of a recent 
decision. The expectation is 
that competitors will do some 
scholarly research and analyze, 
rather than simply regurgitate, 
what the opinions say. 
The eight page limit is de­
signed to (a) force the writer to 
make the editorial decision as 
to what "has" to go into the 
Casenote; (b) eliminate the ad­
vantage someone might gain 
by simply submitting more, 
perhaps meaningless, pages; 
and (c) make the process man­
ageable for the editors who 
must read all of the Case­
notes - which have ranged in 
numberfrom 100-150ormore. 
The Casenote is scored on (1) 
substance and analysis (depth 
of logic, precision of assertions 
and arguments); (2) form and 
writing style (organization, dic­
tion, grammar, cogency); and 
(3) use of authority (scope and 
breadth of research, bluebook 
form). 
All of these relate, important­
ly, to an associate member's re­
sponsibilities. All of this infor­
mation is included in the rules 
for the Casenote competition 
which are given to each com­
petitor. 
Those who participate in the 
. .... ....... from page 6 
lecture such as BAR/BRl's. A 
lecture to a live audience by an 
animated professor is bound to 
be better than a professor lec­
turing to a camera. In addition, 
there is no distraction of having 
to watch a television screen. 
Although these comments 
regarding BAR/BRl's advertis­
ing may seem petty to some, 
we as law students should in­
sist that bar review courses sell 
themselves on their merits 
rather than resorting to com­
petitor bashing. 
Every "question" in the BAR/ 
BRI advertisement decries 
Pieper in an effort to mislead 
the student. I think it is inexcus­
able for BAR/BRI to prey on the 
fears of law students when they 
face the last hurdle before 
being admitted into practice as 
an attorney. Therefore, I would 
urge all students to carefully 
consider the claims made by 
BAR/BAI when they decide on 
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competition do so because they 
want to, not because anyone on 
the Law Review forces them to. 
Yes, the number selected is 
small and represents 10 to 15 
percent of the number in the 
first-year class. Yes, that is in 
part a function of what has tra­
ditionally been done. However, 
it is also because the primary 
task of an associate member is 
to write an article of publishable 
quality. 
Articles written by associate 
members are the Law Review's 
primary source of student-writ­
ten material. Three drafts are 
required because over time a 
three-draft system has proven 
to produce a better "product." 
Each associate has an editor 
and each draft is read by others 
who are not that individual's 
regular editor. This process 
could not be efficiently dupli­
cated with large numbers. 
The bluebooking require­
ments of the Casenote compe­
tition are directly related to the 
extensive use of the bluebook 
by the Law Review - particu­
larly by associate members 
when citechecking articles 
which have been accepted for 
publication. Though some may 
lament the mention of the blue­
book, it serves its purpose as a 
Uniform System of Citation and 
is used by virtually all legal jour­
nals in this country. 
Finally, anyone who wishes 
to make the law review experi­
ence a part of their law school 
experience is more than wel­
come to participate in the case-
Beer ... .. .......... . 
tournaments involving a bunch 
of retired athletes? My favorite 
is the commercial where Spuds 
MacKenzie, the original party 
animal, is playing goalie for the 
U.S. Olympic hockey team. 
At this point, you're probably 
saying so what, they're just 
commercials. Funny, I'd like to 
know how many times one of 
Chris Mullin's teammates said 
to him, "Great game Chris, it's 
Miller time!" 
At the same time, how many 
people drink beer when they're 
watching a sporting event? This 
has become a national pastime, 
and if you don't believe me,-ask 
the gang at Cheers. Next time 
you watch a beer commercial, 
look at what the actors are 
doing (if they're not in a bar). 
More likely than not, they're 
probably watching a sporting 
event. 
By tying sports and beer to­
gether, the media is saying that 
beer-drinking is a "macho" 
thing to do. Companies try to 
show that tough guys drink 
beer (i.e., Dick Butkus, L.C. 
Carrel ..... 
"There's a very helpful and 
pleasant environment both 
from the second and third year 
students and also from the fac­
ulty ... There are no other 
schools that I know of that are 
on such a high level academi­
cally where the faculty cares 
anywhere near as much about 
really helping the students to 
get a good education." 
With the emphasis on learn­
ing rather than competition, UB 
has been able to turn out 
lawyers that can approach 
problems from new angles and 
help clients with creative think­
ing. These attributes are often 
not seen in law schools where 
the students are more restric­
tive in their thinking. 
note competition. Yes, I do refer 
to it as a competition, and the 
participants as competitors, be­
cause no, I do not believe that 
competition is inherently evil. 
Nor do I believe that grades are 
evil. 
I certainly do not think that 
Law Review is the last bastion 
of elitism and snobbery at UB. 
There are many more elitist 
snobs in the law school than 
there are members of Law Re­
view. 
Mr. Bonazzi, now that we 
have seen your articles attack­
ing grades, Research and Writ­
ing, and now Law Review, I can­
not wait until we get the sequels 
attacking the Moot Court Board, 
the need for classes or profes­
sors, the oppression of tuition 
... If things go your way, I will 
one day be able to send for a 
J.D. degree through the mail to 
give to my child as a gift. 
You argue that Law Review 
selection is undemocratic and 
that if the process is not 
changed to your way then 
either the administration or the 
SBA or all the students should 
force the change - hardly the 
most exemplary demonstration 
of democracy. 
The one good result of your 
article is that it provides a 
timely opportunity to clarify the 
process for those who do have 
an interest in Law Review. 
Those ·who do not will not be 
forced to participate. 
from page 3 
Greenwood), or that drinking 
beer while watching a sporting 
event is the way to go. 
Another classic is the com­
mercial where two guys play 
one-on-one basketball for a 
Michelob. I wonder if Chris Mul­
lin ever played one-on-one for 
a beer. I'm not saying that 
there's anything wrong with 
having a few beers. I happen to 
enjoy drinking beer. However, 
beer is a deceptively dangerous 
drug, and manufacturers are 
merely adding to this illusion. 
As long as the media continues 
to glamorize the consumption 
of beer, the problem will be per­
ceived as less serious than it ac­
tually is. 
Joe Gergan, a sports writer 
who recently addressed the 
problem of alcohol in sports, 
points out that the Golden State 
Warriors have a full-page ad for 
beer on the back cover of their 
program. Ironic as it may be, 
Chris Mullin, a member of the 
Warriors, plays for a team that 
supports the one thing·that al­
most cost him his career. 
from page I 
The lack of emphasis on com­
petition has not turned out less 
competItIve lawyers. "Al­
though you might think that the 
lack of competition in the 
school would produce people 
that were less equipped to be 
competitive in a fairly competi­
tive profession, I've never, ever 
found that to be true. What I've 
found to be true is that they can 
go out there and do at least as 
well as other people who are 
from schools the equivalent 
academically." 
Although the Law School of 
today has few of the charac­
teristics of the UB that Mr. Car­
rel attended on Eagle Street, he 
feels change has been for the 
better and that UB has develop­
ed into a top rate school. 
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Olympic Competition Should Be Placed In Perspective 
by Jeff Markello 
The Olympics. How much do 
these sporting events really 
mean anyways? We wait four 
years as the intensity and ex­
citement build, hoping to see 
some spectacular athletics and 
most of all to find out who really 
is the best in the world. 
What kind of a yardstick is 
this competition? Does it really 
prove who is best in each sport? 
Years and years of training. 
These athletes put in long, 
grueling hours for half a decade 
or more all to have their perfor­
mance evaluated in a very short 
time slot. 
The athletes place a great 
deal on this evaluation. More 
than just their performance, 
they often place their personal 
competence, adequacy and 
overall self-worth into the 
number assigned to them. After 
all, this sport has been the cen­
tral part of their lives for the pre­
vious few years and their exist­
ences have come to be centered 
around this athletic event. 
The result? Broken hearts and 
over-inflated egos. 
I'm not condemning the 
Olympics or saying that it 
should not be, I'm just trying to 
put this competitive extrava­
ganza into proper perspective. 
This year has been especially 
tough for the Americans. The 
medals have been few and far 
between. Fortunately, I don't 
think that our world is such that 
this will greatly hinder the inter­
national reputation of the 
United States, but there will un­
doubtedly be some countries 
and peoples whose impression 
ofthe United States will suffer. 
I just hope that the inevitable 
feeling of despair that is sweep­
ing the nation doesn't adverse­
ly affect the sense of pride and 
patriotism that is so important 
for the citizens of our country 
to have ... especially in light of 
the upcoming presidential elec­
tions. 
I'm not aware of any statisti­
cal correlation, but it would be 
interesting to see if the percen­
tage of voters at the poll in­
creases with the number of 
medals won by the American 
Olympic athletes the previous 
winter and summer. What 
about the strength of the dollar 
and the stock market activity on 
Wall Street? These are very im­
portant concepts in the United 
States of America and I'd hate 
to see them be adversely af­
fected because of a failed triple­
axle. 
I'm trying to be serious ... so 
please don't laugh. At first, this 
thought may seem ludicrous, 
but when one reflects on how 
the U.S. citizens are being born-
barded with Olympic coverage exciting race! I couldn't believe 
daily, it only makes sense that it." 
attitudes, perceptions and na­
tional morale are affected in Because everyone is talking 
some way. about it, and because the Amer­
Upon arriving at work in the icans are losing, we begin to as­
morning, what's the first thing sociate negative connotations 
that the blue collar worker says with the event. Because nobody 
to assembly line buddy, the can rationalize this by saying 
yuppie says to his secretary, or that the Olympics are a bad 
even you say to your fellow thing, the unconscious rational­
classmates? "Did you see the ization is that it must be the 
Olympics last night? What an USA that's bad. 
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A Poem For Life 
He's just a young dream 
ignorant of the deeper secret 
of the Universe, That aged eyes 
glean themselves and see 
macro 
that they are just young dreams 
I am just a young dream 
that aged eyes, tear filled, 
see -
and stark is the landscape 
of brutal moons, 
cold is the loneliness of space 
Mo Tram 
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While the Olympic games are 
a very important sporting 
event, perhaps the most impor­
tant of all competition, let's try 
to keep in mind what it really 
is . .. a game. Let's hope our 
hockey team's finish doesn't 
ruin the national economy. And 
please, get out and place your 
vote this November, regardless 
of whether or not our lugers 
luge. 
-
Filvaroff . from page 1 
He remarked that both he and 
UB President Steven Sample 
have "very strong feelings" 
about the policy, although he 
failed to reveal what those feel ­
ings are, and he emphasized 
that there will be no changes in 
the statement's "fundamental 
objectives." 
The Committee on Commit­
tees "tried to pick people (to 
serve on the committee) who 
were representative of the fac­
ulty," and came up with Philip 
Halpern as Chair, and Profes­
sors Girth, Mensch and Atleson 
as the other representatives. 
Student representatives have 
already been chosen for the 
first three committees, but not 
for the committee on the Fac­
ulty Statement. 
Filvaroff's final concern was 
the presence of undergrad­
uates in the Law Library. He em­
phasized that it is not an elitist 
concern and we are not trying 
to close ourselves off from the 
rest of the university. 
The problem is that there is 
not sufficient study space for 
law students, many of whom 
have no other place to study 
and do research. A general con­
sensus among students attend­
ing the meeting was that access 
to the Law Library should be re­
stricted during final exams. 
As always, the dean is re­
questing input regarding these 
issues and any other areas of 
perceived concern. 
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